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Dear Friends,
This year I was graciously
a l l o w e d t o c o n t i n u e a s
President of the Xavier 's
Alumni Association for 2022-
2023 Term. A resolution, I set
myself this New Year season is
trying to strengthen and pursue
more meaningful interactions. This sentiment is
well timed due to the volatile global conditions,
forcing us into differing degrees of isolation.

When we left school it was impressed upon us
that we were destined to become trustees of our
society and that we would pass out not just with
opportunity but with obligation that would stay
with us a lifetime. As students and teachers come
and go, everyone leaves their mark, defining what
St. Xavier's means for future generations. The
Alumni network is a physical embodiment of this,
allowing us to foster cross-generational ties and
maintain meaningful relationships.

I am sure the silver and golden jubilee batchmates
are all excited to be here and meet their buddies
after such long years. Enjoy and soak in the sweet
memories presented to you with a look back while
you look forward.

May your passions become the driving force to
realize your dreams and bring success your way
in all your endeavors. Warm wishes to you and
your loved ones on New Year.

Ajay Kochar ‘76

II
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Raman Nanda ‘76 Kishore Joshi ‘86 Anuj Mathur ‘99Rajiv Jain ‘94 Satya Prakash Natha ‘96

When people come to

know that you are a

Xavierite, it is expected that

you will be a refined person,

trustworthy and possess

c e r t a i n f i n e h u m a n

qualities. They may look at

you, as a role model. It is

said that people respect us only for two

reasons: Either we have the power or our

behavior is helpful. The first one is temporary

but the second one is permanent. Many of our

alumni have excelled in different fields and

have carved a niche for themselves. We are

proud of our alumni, who have lived up to the

legacy of being a Xavierite.

A lot of activities in the school have been taken

care by the association, the staff and students

are indebted to the association. Thanks and all

the best for the coming events. Congratu-

lations to the editorial team for bringing out

this issue of the magazine. May it be a medium

to connect the dots in our fragmented lives.

You don't have to be perfect to inspire others,

you just need to be honest. Make a beginning

and leave a legacy.

Dues Fortitudo Mea!

Fr. Dominic Arockiam S.J.

Message from our Director :
Fr. M. Arockiam S.J.

President’s Desk
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

MEMBERS – 2021 2023TO

1. Rev. Father M. Arockiam S.J. School Principal & Director, Xavier's Alumni

2. Ajay Kochar '76 President

3. Dr. Mohammed Aquil '91 Vice President

4. Kishore Joshi '86 Secretary

5. Dr. Suneet Singh Ranawat '81 Immediate Past President

6. Shailesh Kackar '74 Executive Member

7. Rajesh Ahuja '90 Executive Member

8. Ravi Singh '96 Executive Member

9. Anudeep Mathur '98 Executive Member

10. Anuj Mathur '99 Executive Member

11. Tariq Mohammed 2002 Executive Member

12. Atin Mathur 2009 Executive Member

13. Rajiv Jain '94 Co-opted Executive Member

14. Nagendra Pratap Singh '95 Co-opted Executive Member

15. Satya Prakash Natha '96 Co-opted Executive Member

16. Luv Shekhawat '98 Co-opted Executive Member

17. Pulkesh Purohit 2000 Co-opted Executive Member

18. Kartik Sinha 2002 Co-opted Executive Member

X
avier's Alum

ni
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O
n 26th December '21, our class of '71,
St. Xavier's School, celebrated its
Golden Jubilee – 50 years since we

passed out of school - in the school auditorium,
which brought back bittersweet nostalgia. The
auditorium was the most coveted section of our
Alma Mater where we saw our Saturday movies,
had elocution contests, hosted heated debates
and performed plays.

Of the 120 batch mates, 55 could come to Jaipur
for the grand celebration, seven could not turn-
up, and 24 enjoyed the party from their abode in
heaven. We could not connect with 34 of our
batch-mates, as they have probably changed
physical addresses and chosen to steer clear of
the modern day social networking sites –
Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter.

The reunion on the said date had been a big
concern, owing to the looming Omicron scare.
For a while, we were “almost certain” that we
may have to shift the festivities to 2022, but with
the blessings of the Almighty, who was probably
in connivance with us, and really wished us to
meet, we were able to keep the date.

When we finally came together, we realized a lot
had really changed in the last 50 years. Age

caught up with most of us. Some of our
classmates looked so different that we were
having a hard time recognizing each other and
kept mixing up names. One of the blessings of
having old friends is that you can afford to be
stupid with them. Interestingly, nobody really
seemed to mind and laughed it off.

Time seemed to have come to a standstill as we
sat with our better halves in our school premises,
the same place where we spent some very
beautiful years of our life. The very place where
we grew from little toddlers to confident young
adults ready to take on life's challenges.

Through our two-day long celebrations in our
School campus and at Castle Kanota, we almost
re-lived our long-gone school years. We listened
to the journeys of our friends, most of whom
have scaled great heights in their careers, the
talks by the current lot of teachers and
interactions with the younger batches.

After the AGM, we went around the classrooms,
the alleys, and corners where we played hide
and seek and got lost in the fading memories of
the past. Recollections of the authoritative
teachers came gushing back, their sky-high,
unwavering expectations from each one of us,

G J B 1971OLDEN UBILEE ATCH

R ! A I F S G …EUNITED ND T ELT O OOD
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the twisting of our ears or caning of our palms
and the encouraging types who applauded us
for prompt answers. We remembered and
narrated all small and big stories to our wives
who patiently listened. Catching up with school
friends, we realized, is very therapeutic. We
reminisced on our innocent childhood, recreated
old memories, built some new ones, and
remembered all things that made us happy
when we were young. The two days infused in
some fresh levels of energy, which will not just
help us get back to our current day routines with

renewed fervor but will also stay with us for the
rest of this lifetime. Like branches of a tree, our
lives will continue to grow in different
directions, yet our roots will always remain one.
We are so proud of you, our dear school. You
will continue to hold a very special place in our
heart forever. Last but not the least we
acknowledge our appreciation and gratitude to
Fr. Dominic, Fr. Nelson, Fr. Mani, Ajay Kochar,
Kishore Joshi and Satya Prakash Natha for their
kind support to help us organize this grand
event.

It was 59 years ago (1963) , we left the best school in the world, armed with education, values and
desire to serve.... And in 2022 the boys decide to re live the past and to celebrate a common 75 year
birthday (+ - ). The class of 1963 had its reunion. Classmates came from USA, UK, AUSTRIA,

KOLKATA, DELHI and of course Jaipur. When Xaverites get together, Parties are a dead giveaway.
We all had a gala time sharing memories of school days, calling each other by pet names. Visit to the
school campus was icing on the cake. The morning stroll in the campus was actually heart warming.
The Alumni association treated us with breakfast and presented the Alumni T- shirts before we
departed for our venue which was Umaid Palace, Dausa.

R : C 1EUNION LASS OF 963

''Friends time, super time''
We all had a frolicking time

Every face adorned a refreshing smile
All enjoyed the bonhomie sublime

All enjoyed the mild wintery clime
With great gusto all enjoyed the
breakfast, lunch and dinner time

All enjoyed the different cuisines, superfine
All enjoyed the melodious music divine

Some thoroughly enjoyed the
buoyant dancing time

Suspending life's realities, all enjoyed
the dream time

Looking forward to many
such celebrations in future times

- Dr. Indu Arora
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It was on the 26 the day of December 2021 that
the Class of “1995” celebrated their Silver
Jubilee. Now the question arises- how come

the silver jubilee in the 26th year of passing out
?…. The lockdown and Covid-19 protocols
deprived us of this celebration in December
2020.

As December 2020 stepped in, the batch was a bit
disappointed that they missed the most awaited
Silver Jubilee celebrations. Then all of us decided
to make it happen in 2021. The credit for
organizing this event goes to Ankit Pareek
Gaurav Kohli, Ajay Agarwal, Vikas Bairathi,
Vikram Seth, Nirmal Agarwal, Manan Bapna,
Anil Mathew, Sourabh Narang, Ujjwal Chopra,
and Nishant Singh.

The pre-silver Jubilee Stag get-together
happened at the city’s luxurious lounge Labrass,
at Hotel Diggi Palace, where Over 100 batch
mates met and enjoyed till 2 AM. It was on the
25th of December 2021. Courtesy of Organizing

this amazing party goes to Ankit Pareek, Ajay
Agarwal and Vishal Johari.

On 26th December, the day started with
assembling around the Senior School. The boys
in their school dress and Alumni ties looked
perfect.

The sunlight was perfect for group photos. This
took place on the iconic stairs of our main
building.

Then, the time was spent on giving a guided tour
of our school to our wives and kids. The
classrooms, staircases, laboratories, corridors,
etc. revived old times and old stories. Clicking
pictures of our favorite places in school was a
pleasure. The friends we met after so many years
were hugged. The school hall where the
ceremony took place was too amazing.

The teachers who made us what we are today
and the staff who took care of us were felicitated

S J 1995ILVER UBILEE BATCH

X – B - T – NAVIERS UDDIES EACHERS OSTALGIA
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by each of our batch mates. To make this
moment permanent, the pictures were clicked.

The masters of the ceremony were Gaurav Kohli
and Anil Mathew.

The felicitation was followed by a live band,
lunch, and high tea at the junior school assembly
ground, where teachers, friends and their
families, and schools’ past, as well as present
staff, enjoyed a lot. This entire event was covered
by Rajasthan Patrika, a leading daily newspaper.

The post-ceremony family party was again
organized at one of the prestigious clubs of
Jaipur, Ashok club on 27th December. The
courtesy of organizing this Gala function goes to
Nirmal Agrawal and Navneet Goenka.

Then came the time to depart. With heavy hearts
and moist eyes, we all paused the celebrations,
the bottom line was "see you, buddies".

The catching up and meeting with friends still
continues.....

CHEER FOR XAVIER !!!
- Ankit Pareek '95

News in Rajasthan Patrika on
27th December 2021
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S
ilver Jubilee of the batch of 1996 and some
of us, have not met each other since
graduation day! Now, years later we

finally sat together, relished in each other's
company, relived the fond memories of the past
and caught up with each other's present, which
included our families as well!

On 26th morning, we started our Silver Jubilee
celebrations with group picture in front of the
school assembly ground and then moved
towards senior school hall for felicitation
program.

The master of ceremony for our batch was
Prashant Dayal and Mathew Philip. We
felicitated our respected teachers with a token of
love in form of gifts. Xavier 's Alumni
Association greeted us with our family on stage
with a memento. Later we moved forward
towards junior school assembly ground for live
band and lavish lunch. The day was called off
with high tea served to all.

An evening full of talks, dance and laughter was
organised at Jai Club on 27th December, 2021

We re-created our golden days of school
together on these two days last year.

Due to Covid-19 many of our batchmates from
US, UK, Australia and few other countries
couldn't manage to attend the celebration, so we
went live on youtube and made them a part of
the two day celebration. Each and everyone was
overwhelmed by the reception and mementos
given by Xavier's Alumni Association. The event
was well managed by Shantanu Bhasin and his
team. Clicking pictures, dancing and singing
Xavier's Cheer song loud and clear has been
engraved in our memory.

We hope to celebrate in the same way and revive
some memories in the coming years too.

With love to one and all... Cheer for Xavier's !!!

S J 1996 BILVER UBILEE ATCH

I S J ...T WAS OUR ILVER UBILEE
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An unusual and some what historic Class
Reunion took place a few weeks ago. It
was the Class of 1957 which decided to

have a reunion to celebrate the 65th year of their
graduating from St Xavier's High School in
December 1957. This is perhaps the first time
that any class is celebrating the 65th year of their
graduation from school.

22 students had graduated in that year, the
largest class till then. Some have crossed to the
other shore and are with their maker. Of those
who are still fighting fit ten attended the
Reunion in Jaipur. They were Om Prakash
Bagaria, Dinesh Bhargava, Sobhagmal Jain,
Shamshir Khan, Vijay Mathur, Colonel Fateh
Singh, Jitendra Singh, Admiral Madhvendra
Singh, Vinay Talwar and Kamal Surana. Due to
domestic compulsions Kailash Bagaria, Vijay
Menon, Hanut Singh, Brig Jogendra Sinh and
Maj Gen Deepak Verma could not attend.

A Reunion Dinner was held at the residence of
Admiral Madhvendra Singh on 30 Nov. There
was much bonhomie and recounting of
experiences in school, including how we were
given “bend overs” in those days. Anecdotes of
picnics, prowess on the sports field were
recounted - specially Xavier's domination in
Basketball. The lessons of life that we learnt at
Xavier's and which have stood us in good stead

all our lives were remembered, as were our
Gurus like Fathers Birney, Cosgrove, Wilmes,
Wilzbacher, Mann, Batson and others.
Autographs and photos exchanged 65 years ago
were shown in a power point presentation.
There were many tales to tell but the time was
just not enough.

Next morning the stalwarts walked around their
Alma mater and then proceeded for lunch to the
residence of Kamal Surana who very graciously
also invited Office bearers of the Alumni
Association and some contemporaries from
their School days such as S.D. Mathur (55),
Dr Gautam Sen (56), Col Dalpat Singh (58) and
Col Janak Singh

- Admiral Madhvendra Singh

R : C 1EUNION LASS OF 957
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The boys who studied together and lived together... Gathered to celebrate their oneness,
brotherhood from 13th to 15th August, 2022. Many ex-hostlers from across the country and
globe gathered to take a trip down the memory lane. It was decided that since we lived

together during school days... We will live
together for this get-to-gather, the place
was Stardom Resort. Everyone ate
together, danced together and lived
together. Nick names, pranks and
punishments were discussed in detail.
The finale of the reunion was on 15th Aug
in Hostel dinning hall (now Junior School
hall). The members, ex teachers and
Fathers were felicitated by presenting
Shawls.

THE HOSTEL REUNION
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Football is a simple game; 22 men chase a
ball for 90 minutes and at the end, the
better team wins. That's what we all were

witness to... a good game of soccer, 22 boys and
1 referee gruelling it out on the lower field. The
occasion was final of Rafi Cup 2022, which is
held in memory of our Past President late Mhd.

RAFI CUP-2022
Rafi (1974 batch). Rafi was a great full back of his
times. His memories are kept alive by his sons
Saleem and Aameen, who have given a
glittering trophy and organised the final match
with fanfare. The two teams, with all guns
loaded, entered the field to win. After gruelling
90 mins match Golds won by a margin of 3-0.

Reuniting with the kids we once were. This
was the bottom line etched in everyone's

heart, when we decided to meet. And voilà ...
The place was pure heaven..Kufri in Himachal.
School friends amidst nature ...What more does
a man want.

From Oct 6th to 8th the "boys" and their most
elegant wives got together to celebrate 41 years
of graduating from school. Hugs, kisses and
moist eyes heralded the first meeting...Then
looks (or changes in looks) took over, then came

the pranks, the nicknames, the crushes and
heartbreaks of youth. After things calmed down,
the families and careers were discussed.
Tambola, singing session, visit to landmarks and
photoshoot were thoroughly enjoyed. The hill
city was a witness to best dressed males and
females. The icing on the cake was dinner and
dance with cocktails.

The fun was given a break on 8th Oct with
promises to meet again ..Soon. "Old friends
never say Goodbye... They say see you soon."

R : C 1981EUNION LASS OF
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X
avier's Alumni on 12th January organized a
vaccination camp at St. Xavier's School campus in
C-Scheme for children aged 15 to 18. Due to the hard

work and dedication of medical staff (Government), School
Administration and the Alumni executive (school and
college) the vaccination program went well and we were
able to successfully vaccinate 165 kids.

F C V CREE OVID ACCINATION AMP

F T 15+OR EENS
X ' AAVIER S LUMNI

I GNTERNATIONAL OLF

Xavier's Alumni International Golf
Trip was organised in August '22 at
Huahin, Thailand. This was our
second international trip and was a
huge success.
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The tenth edition of Fr. Cosgrove Cup Golf
tournament was held on 25th Dec. '21 at
the Rambagh Golf Club, Jaipur. There

were 90 participants including spouses of the
Alumni who played 18 hole Texas Scramble.

Lt. General Anil Puri '80 & Vikramaditya Singh
Khichi'80 were guest of honor in the tournament
and they both played with us. Mr. Rafiq Khan,
MLA from Adarsh Nagar & Golf Club Member
was also our distinguished guest.

The winning team was awarded the running
trophy instituted in the memory of our Alumni
Late Neel Bahadur Singh Karki '76 who was an
ace Golfer. Dhruv Karki his son who is also an
Alumni, presented the Trophy and it was
awarded by Fr. M. Arockiam S.J., Principal of the
School. Fr. Nelson A D'silva S.J., Rector of the
School was also present.

The first runner up trophy instituted by Basant
Khaitan '70 was awarded by him to the winners.
The prizes were distributed in a gala function in
the evening followed by dinner at the Rambagh
Golf Club, Jaipur.

F . C C G T , 2021R OSGROVE UP OLF OURNAMENT

T EENTH DITION
Xaga Team Winner
Anas Shamshi; Sharad Agarwal;
Prithviraj Rathore; Rohan Govil

Runners Up
Vikramaditya Singh Khichi; Lt. Gen. Anil Puri;
Sandeep Sharma; Dr. Amit Mathur

IInd Runners Up
Prakhar Asawa; Peeyush Sharma;
Taru Agarwal; K.M. Mathur

Veterans
Winner — Basant Khaitan
Runners Up — Anil Kasliwal

Ladies
Winner — Madhu Kochar
Runners Up — Amrita Sethi
Nearest To Pin — Nimit Kasliwal - 12'-2"
Longest Drive — Ranjai Singh Rathore - 32 yd
Straight Drive — Rajesh Singh - 5"
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That sound of hands hitting the ball, the
thud of ball hitting the wall. Those rollers
and kills, a sure shot recipe to arouse

pass ions and induce nosta lgia in any
homosapien who has studied in Xavier's.

The most loved game of Xavier's Handball was
ceremoniously celebrated on the courts. The
outcome was phenomenal. The young guns
adding more power and aggression to the game
and setting the bar higher. After gruelling
matches in sweltering heat of Jaipur the best
players contested for titles on 24th June.

In the keenly fought Doubles Final, teams of
Shiraz Afridi (batch 2016) and Lakshit Sharma
(batch 2017) defeated Aditya Bhardwaj (batch
2018) and Parth Vashishtha by 11-21, 21-18 and
21-12.

Then came the big game, The Singles Final. Both
the contestants, or rather worthy adversaries,
warmed up by previous match, took to the court
with desire to win. Aditya, with his deadly
service and pinpoint accuracy and Shiraj with
experience and guile. Together they made us
witness a great contest. Some shots and picks
were seemingly impossible. In the end Aditya

Bhardwaj proved to be better. Final score,
Aditya Bhardwaj (batch 2018) defeated Shiraz
Afridi (batch 2016) by 21-12 and 21-19.

One more highl ight of the game was
participation of Rajeev Bhatnagar 1974 batch.
His game still troubles lot of opponents.

This tournament was encouraged and
sponsored by Ajay Kochar (1976) our President,
Mahaveer Sharma (1984) and Luv Shekhawat
(1998). We thank them from the bottom of our
hearts.

We also thank Rev. Fr. Nelson, Rector for being
our chief guest and blessing the event. The
highlight of this presentation was that the
organizers honored our handball legends
Mukesh Jindal, Chandra Mohan Khandelwal,
Rajeev Bhatnagar, Neeraj Bhardwaj, Sameer
Bhatnagar.

A big word of thanks for the participants for that
lovely and jovial Xavierite spirit. Special hats off
to our young executives Kartik Sinha, Mhd.
Tariq Khan and Nagendra Pratap Singh who
painstakingly organized this event. Keep up the
good work!!

X ' AAVIER S LUMNI

H T 2022ANDBALL OURNAMENT
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A M F MBHIMANYU EMORIAL OOTBALL ATCH

Those who sacrifice their lives for the nation
are honoured in heaven. That is something

we know for sure... And we are also doing our bit
to honour our martyred dear friend Flying
Officer Abhimanyu Singh Chauhan (1995
batch). This is an initiative by 1996 batch.

Abhimanyu, a keen footballer, we know he can
be best remembered on the soccer fields. So to
pay our homage, we played a football match
between Alumni team and School team. This

year on 14th July, the field was set ablaze by
some old and some not-so-old boys. The Alumni
team won with scores 3-2. The highlight of the
game was super performance by old war horse
Suresh Nair (1989 batch) who incidentally had
his son as a team mate.

The guest of honour was entire Chauhan family
headed by Mr. Dharmendra Singh Chauhan.The
programme ended with cake cutting along with
snacks.

B B N P G.K. QATTLE F THE RAINS RESH ARDAL UIZO A:
Naresh Pardal quiz competition was organised
on 16th July 2022 by Xavier 's Alumni
Association with support of Pardal Family.
Rajnish Pardal '77 was the chief guest and the
organiser of the event, he sponsored prize
money to all the four houses and chocolates to
the visitors, who gave away right answers. The
quiz master was Shantanu Bhasin and Satya
Prakash Natha from 1996 batch. The question-
naire was prepared by Rajiv Jain of 1994 batch.
T h e R e d h o u s e , s h o w i n g e x e m p l a r y
performance from the start, bagged the first
position.

The participants of the winning team were :
●Akaash Krishnia - 12 B
●Manav Poonia - 12 F
●Ribhu Hooja - 12 D
●Aditya Khandelwal - 12 D
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With Best Compliments
Akesh Grover, Batch of 1999
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7-A- FSIDE OOTBALL

It’s more than just a game, so true for good
game of soccer. Passions swell and emotions
flow at full pace when the ball starts rolling.

Same happened at School grounds when we
organized our annual '7-A-side football'
tournament. Total six teams came to the pitch
with will and vigor to win. They were
appropriately named :

Super Xavier's Greens; Grey Bustards; Red
Rangers; Golden Boots; Blue Beasts; Black Pearls

Winners Blue Beast (Captain Suresh Nair ’89)

1st Runner up : Golden Boots (Captain Sunil
Nair ’92)
2nd Runner up : Black pearls (Captain Ahsan
Khan ’96)
Best Defender : Shoaeb Farooqi
Best Goalkeeper : Anurag Agarwal
Best Player : Gaurav Singh Chandel
Golden Boot : Raghav Pandya

The tournament saw overwhelming craze for
the game. The shine on players face while
playing on their Alma Mater's fields was over
joying for all.

Keep the Xavier’s spirit alive!!
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Long leg, short leg deep fine leg... No..
No... It's not a description of someone's
anatomy.. it is a field setting in a Cricket

match.... A sport that occupies a lot of space in
hearts and minds of Indians.

We at Xavier's Alumni offered our gratitude and
thanks to Late Mr. N. D. Marshall, member of
India's first Test team and our legendary coach.

The pitch was well watered and rolled and the
players were well prepared... and then started a
ballet of bat and ball... Four teams, representing
four houses of school entered the fields with grit
to win. After initial matches came the finale...
Reds v/s Greens. Reds led by indomitable
Nagendra Pratap (1995) and Greens led by old
war horse Akbar Sher Khan(1995). After lots of
ups and downs Reds won by 7 wickets.

Sunil Totlani with unbeaten 65 was declared
Man of The Match...

Best Bowler was Mohd. Tariq’02 with 6 wickets
in 2 matches Best batsman : Garvit Narang
(scored a ton in 15 over match) Best Fielder :
Mohd. Aquil ’91

Man of the Tournament : Surendra Singh
Rathore for 2 maiden half centuries in knock out
and final match and for being brilliant behind
the wickets as well.

The occassion was also blessed by presence of
our super senior Kamlakar Sharma who was our
Chief Guest and a legendary Cricketer.

N.D. M M TARSHALL EMORIAL OURNAMENT
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Father Batson Football Cup and Xavier's
Heroes Volleyball Cup are initiated by
Xavier's Alumni to honour Rev. Fr. Batson

and war Heroes from our school.

St. Xavier's, Jaipur saw a combination of toil and
sweat at the sports field from 31st Oct to 2nd
Nov.. The grand occasion was Father Batson
Football Cup inter school tournament and
Xavier's Heroes Cup volleyball tournament.
After 2 years of deprivation due to Covid-19,
these most awaited events saw the best of
sporting talent and sportsman spirit.

FR. BATSON FOOTBALL CUP
This is an inter school football tournament.
Teams of 16 Schools from Jaipur participated.
After a pure show of talent and skills, Xavier's

and Neerja Modi School entered the finals. This
thriller of a contest, with no one willing to give
up, ended in a tie breaker. Neerja Modi won the
trophy.

XAVIER'S HEROES VOLLEYBALL CUP
This trophy had participation of 16 teams in both
boys and girls category. After a lot of "smashes"
and "drops", came the finals... Boy's final was
played between' My Own School ' and
'Fellowship Mission School', in which the
Fellowship boys outplayed 'My Own School' to
lift the Trophy. With a will and skill to win the
hosts, Xavier's, entered the pitch with our coach
Mrs. Pinky Varghese giving them those
invaluable last minute tips. Xavier's defeated
formidable 'Fellowship Mission School' in
straight sets in Girls Category.

F . B F CR ATSON OOTBALL UP

X ' H V CAVIER S EROES OLLEYBALL UP
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As responsible human beings, the Xavier's Alumni

endorses the yeoman service rendered by Navjeevan in

helping people, particularly youngsters addicted to

Alcohol, Drugs. Nav Jeevan Kendra (De-Addiction,

Rehabilitation Center) a registered body, recognized by

the government authority of Rajasthan, is the only

unique center in the North West region of U.P., Rajasthan

governed by the Catholic Diocese of Jaipur, since 9 years.

The Center delivers progressive medical, psychological,

spiritual and scientific care to individuals suffering from

addiction to various chemical substances.

The staff includes renowned doctors, psychiatrists and

medical experts from Jaipur. The treatment at Nav

Jeevan Kendra begins with a focus on patient’s

willingness, strengths, resilience and collaboration of the

patient’s family in accord.

Xavier's Alumni deeply mourns the demise of our beloved members.
We assure the families that we are with them in this moment of grief.

OBITUARY

Motichand Sucklecha (Moti Dada) '61

Tej Karan Singh '61

Dr. Jyotindra C. Kothari '63

Shyam Lila Ram '67

Hira Relwani '69

Shankar Lal '74

Ashwini Myer '76

Sanjay Sankhala '77

Sanjay Bhatia '81

Ravindra Ajmera '82

Dr. Anshu Sahai '86

Shashi Kiran Alur '87

Prasanjit Roy '88

Kush Mathur '88

Vikash Nirmal '88

Inderpal Singh Babra '89

Nitesh Jaipuria '90

Sidharth Shrivastava '90

Sanjay Chugh '90

Nitesh Jaipuriya '90

Shashank Bhatnagar '92

Tejender Singh Kalwara '93

Utkarsh Upadhya '93

Promit Bafna '95

Abhishek Sharma (Goldy) '96

Manu Razdan '96

Deepak Sharma '99

Saurabh Bansal 2002

C P S S S AOMMITTED TO ROVIDE ELFLESS ERVICE TO UFFERING DDICTS
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Wishing Everyone

Happy New Year

Advocate Shashank Agarwal
Class of 2004

email : shashankagarwal.15@gmail.com    Mob. : 9829068505

Office: 50, Dhuleshwar Garden, C-Scheme, Jaipur-302 001

Keeping pace with growing technology use, We have done integration of Online Registration
form for new alumni members with payment gateway. This is live now and below link can be
used for :

ONLINE REGISTRATION FORM
http://xaviersalumni.org/application-form

TERMS & CONDITIONS
http://xaviersalumni.org/terms-and-conditions

X ' A G DAVIER S LUMNI OES IGITAL
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ENTERPRISES

With Best Compliments

SB-2, Bhawani Singh Marg, Bapu Nagar
Jaipur-302015

Ph. 0141-2711619, Mb. 9829011337, 9636580303
Email : kakurenterprises@yahoo.co.in

ALL TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS
SPECIALITY PRODUCTS & WATERPROOFING SERVICES
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